Benefit of combined endoscopic sinus surgery and aesthetic rhinoplasty.
Rhinoplasty is one of the most commonly performed aesthetic procedures today. Although nasal airway obstruction is frequently treated concomitantly with the aesthetic procedure, chronic sinusitis has typically postponed until full resolution of inflammatory symptoms. To investigate the feasibility of combining FESS with septorhinoplasty by measuring different outcomes including operative time, blood loss, post-operative edema of the upper and lower eyelids, periorbital ecchymosis, patient discomfort and complication rates. The study included 20 patients with deformed nose associated with chronic rhinosinusitis (CRS) not responding to medical treatment for at least 3 continuous months, irrespective to sex, of ages 20-60, and without any systemic diseases (study group), and 20 patients with deformed nose without any sinus problems (control group). There was no significant difference between the two groups in the different measured outcomes (P>0.05) except for the operative time which was significantly less in the control group (P<0.05). Concurrent rhinoplasty and endoscopic sinus surgery may be performed safely and effectively with minimal risks. Proper patient selection and sound intraoperative judgment can avoid potential complications.